A Typical Day
Our day starts by meeting our
friends on the playground

We gather together for our
morning prayer. We make the
sign of the cross together.

We use a visual timetable
to show our days learning.
As we complete a learning
activity we peel it off to
show what learnings left.

We learn how to
become
independent

We learn
how to
take turns

During the day we have 'carpet times’
where we develop language acquisition,
learn new knowledge and skills. We
have our own learning time too, where
we get to apply that knowledge and
skill.

Our Mission Statement
St Norbert's strives to
nurture and develop the
whole child;
Love of God, Love of
another and Love of Life
itself.

We play
games to
develop
our
listening
skills

At playtime, we have a
range of fruit and
vegetables so that we stay
healthy and get lots of
energy for our learning.
At lunchtime your child can
have a hot school meal by
farm kitchens or bring their
own pack lunch

Curriculum areas they
can look forward to
We enjoy developing children’s interests, but have carefully organised
learning into topics to ensure children learn a breath of knowledge and skill.
Our topics are; good to be me, people who help us, castles, around the world,
farms, and minibeasts. We also look at key events throughout the year.
Continuing with birth to five, children will continue to
develop within their age and stage. The areas of learning
and the end of year expectations are:

Phonics and Early Reading
As well as being read to, we read at school and develop an
understanding of books. We encourage reading at home. We
send home reading books and support materials to help your
child. We reward children who read at home with a
certificate and a prize at the end of each term.
Phonics teaches children to be able to listen carefully and
identify the phonemes that make up each word. This helps
children to learn to read words and to spell words.
Through our knowledge organisers, parent pocket guides
and support material on tapestry, we share how you can
support your child with phonics at home.
Phonics is made fun by
stories and songs with
actions that help children to
remember each phoneme and
their grapheme/s. By
learning sets of letters we
can quickly blend and
segment words for reading
and writing.

We also teach children
that some words and
tricky as they do not
make their normal sound.
These we learn by sight
and are called tricky
words.

RE in Reception
We learn to make the sign of our faith.
In the name of the Father,
We have our own prayer area, where we can reflect and
complete missions. On our prayer table we have our bible.
Our prayer table changes with our topics and always
displays our big question which we can talk about and
reflect upon. The big question will be sent home, so you can
talk about it too.

And of the Son,
And of the Holy Spirit.
Amen

Through our topics we learn key
vocabulary, signs and symbols. We
reflect on those wonder moments
too.
We join the school for worship, we
listen and reflect on what we have
heard and always leave with a mission.

Our Classroom

We have fun challenges to complete during
our own learning time that develop our
language, turn taking, independence
knowledge and skill.

Tapestry

In Reception we use tapestry to share with you your child’s
achievements. We use it as a communication tool to share
useful weblinks, and support material to help your child
continue their learning at home. We also ask, as you know
your child best to upload learning you see at home too!

